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CEILING SUSPENDED MOUNTED SEISMIC

SCR SEISMIC CABLE
RESTRAINT KIT
VMC Group SCR Seismic Cable Restraint Kit is a seismic
cable kit used to seismically restrain isolated, suspended
piping, ductwork, electrical services and various
suspended equipment.  

The SCR Seismic cable kit comes in two alternative
con�gurations. The  SB-125 Kit for 1/8" seismic cable, the
SB-250 Kit for 1/4" seismic cable, and the SCR cable kit
for 3/8" cable. The SCR Kits come with two single hole
brackets for attachment to structure and two slotted
brackets for attaching to piping/equipment supports. All
SB brackets come with nuts and bolts pre-attached to
the bracket for attachment of cable to the bracket. Each
kit comes with 11' or 20' of pre-cut cable lengths or
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various length rolls of cable. The SCR Seismic Cable Kit
for 3/8" seismic cable come with two heavy-duty seismic
brackets for attachment to the structure, two seismic
brackets for attachment to the piping supports, swaged
cable with one end terminated with thimble and crimp,
U-bolts, thimbles and shackles. Each kit comes with
either 11' or 20' of pre-cut cable lengths or various length
rolls of cable. VMC seismic cable restraints are
positioned at a 45° angle from the point of support. The
diameter of the cable is based on the weight of the
equipment and speci�ed seismic force.

VMC seismic cable restraints ensure positive
attachment to the structure and distribution systems.
When installed slightly slack, they do not compromise
the vibration isolation by short-circuiting the isolation
hanger.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

APPLICATIONS

Aircraft grade 7 x 19 cable is available in three different
diameters - offering design �exibility, durability and
reliability



Pre-packaged kits contain all the necessary hardware
for proper installation and to minimize labor costs



International Building Code® compliant

Seismic

Suspended piping Suspended electrical
services



Suspended equipment Suspended ductwork
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DOWNLOADS

Spec Sheets

Submittal Drawings

RELATED SERVICES

Engineering
The engineers we employ hold the highest industry-recognized
credentials in structural analysis, elastomer development and system
dynamics.

Certi�cation
We are the �rst ISO accredited PCA ISO-17065, third-party certi�cation
body for special seismic certi�cation of non-structural building
components and their mounting con�gurations by the ICC’s
International Accreditation Service.

Test & Measurement
We are the only ISO 17025:2005 Accredited Seismic Simulation Test
Laboratory with a triaxial shake table owned and operated by
California licensed Structural engineers.

Testing Services Update 
DCL now offers Nuclear Quali�cation and Testing services.

In partnership with Greenberry Industrial, we now offer testing
services that meet the requirements of ASME NQA-1.

Call for more information.

RELATED PRODUCTS

Spec Type 13 Seismic Cable Restraints

Model SB-125 1100-2667 lbs. Seismic cable restraint kit.pdf

Model SB-250 4020-4400 lbs. Seismic cable restraint kit.pdf

Model SCR Series .375 seismic cable restraint.pdf

Seismic restraint retro�t clevis bracket assembly.pdf
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